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First published in 1978, this book rapidly established itself as a classic of modern Marxism. 
Cohen's masterful application of advanced philosophical techniques in an uncompromising 
defense of historical materialism commanded widespread admiration. In the ensuing twenty 
years, the book has served as a flagship of a powerful intellectual movement--analytical 
Marxism. In this expanded edition, Cohen offers his own account of the history, and the 
further promise, of analytical Marxism. He also expresses reservations about traditional 
historical materialism, in the light of which he reconstructs the theory, and he studies the 
implications for historical materialism of the demise of the Soviet Union.

"An admirable and formidable book."--E. J. Hobsbawm
 
"Every sentence has the feel of having been deeply thought through over a long period of 
time."--Gareth Stedman Jones
G. A. Cohen was emeritus fellow of All Souls College, University of Oxford.
Other Books
Karl Marx, Karl Marx: A Reference Guide to His Life and Works covers all aspects of his life 
and works. Marx was a philosopher, a crusading journalist, as well as a political organizer 
and activist advocating democratic reforms, working-class political organizations, and the 
establishment of a socialist political order. Includes a comprehensive historical timeline of 
major events involving or related to Marx The A to Z section includes the major events, 
works, and concepts related to Marx Bibliography of major works by and about Marx and 
events surrounding his life and works The index thoroughly cross-references the 
chronological and encyclopedic entries
�����. Essays on  Marx's  Theory of Value. Montreal:  Black  Rose. Sayer, Derek. 1979.  
Marx's  Method. Brighton: Harvester. ———. 1983. ... London:  Penguin Books . ... The  
Communist Manifesto  by  Karl Marx  and  Friedrich Engels  with Related Documents."
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